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Originally founded on the Aran Islands off  the West 

coast of  Ireland, this long established family owned 

company owes a debt of  gratitude to a unique knitting 

tradition spanning several generations. This heritage 

continues to inspire the very latest international fashion 

trends, trends which have ensured that today demand 

for our Irish made product is as great in New York 

and Tokyo as it is in Dublin and Donegal.

 

Using exclusively natural yarns and with continuous 

innovation in design, Carraig Donn is ensuring Irish 

Knitwear will remain a vibrant and exciting fashion 

statement well into the future.

 Carraig Donn
Ireland’s leading knitwear brand presents a stunning and 

comprehensive collection of  authentic Irish knitwear.

 
Carraig Donn. Irish Knitwear at its best.
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Our Merino garments are crafted with specially blended and spun 100% merino wool. 
Merino sheep are prized for their exceptionally soft fl eeces regarded as having some of  the 
fi nest wool of  any sheep. Enjoy our fabulous new contemporary styles, with our much loved 
Celtic patterns always remaining at the heart of  the Merino collection. These are offered to 
you in an enticing palette of  colours. You will fi nd our timeless natural white and earthy 
colours together with several contemporary shades.

We hope you’ll love these new classics as much as our originals.

100% Merino Wool
 the fi nest and softest wool  
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A828
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We clearly love our cables, from the small-knotted rope designs to the chunky ones. 
Our large cable cardigan is an irresistible fusion of  all these adored cables, we teamed 

these with a basket weave welt and cuffs and added a couple of  our other favourite 
patterns to craft this great little cardigan to see you through any season.

A834 A968 A815

A968 - Large Cable Cardigan
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This stunning long line cardigan displays our beautiful signature patchwork 
Aran design and eye catching off  centre fastening. We love this stylish and 

sophisticated knit, and we know once you slip it on you will too. 

A815 - Patchwork Long Cardigan
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A823

6

natural living is the    
      ultimate luxury
natural living

ultimate luxury
natural living

...
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A828
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A897 A570 A857

This lovely lumber celebrates the beauty of  the authentic Irish Aran knit. Inspired by 
tradition with its richly attractive patterns and features like its traditional pockets and 

Aran buttons, this is a gorgeous cardigan, a timeless classic.

A570 - Aran Lumber Jacket
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The beautifully intricate Aran stitching, the warmth of  pure merino wool and 
stylish modern design come together in this sumptuous boyfriend cardigan.

Let winter whistle down the chimney as you wrap up in front of  the fi re in this 
deliciously cosy cardigan. And when summer starts to shine keep this generously 

oversized cardigan with you for those lazy late evening strolls on the shore.

A857
Boyfriend Cardigan

The beautifully intricate Aran stitching, the warmth of  pure merino wool and stylish 
modern design come together in this sumptuous boyfriend cardigan. Wrap up in front 
of  the fi re in this deliciously cosy cardigan, and when summer starts to shine keep this 
generously oversized cardigan with you for those lazy late evening strolls on the shore.

A857 - Boyfriend Cardigan
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future classics      
            in the making ...

The marriage of  our tried and trusted wonderful off  centre one button cardigan 
shape combined with a traditional trellis pattern means you can enjoy this cardigan’s 

attractive contemporary styling while appreciating its inherent tradition charms.

A888 - Trellis Cardigan
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This deliciously chunky patterned merino is both fashionable and flattering.
    The thick knit belt hugs at the waist while the deep shawl neck keeps those evening 

chills at bay. And as if  that wasn’t enough to keep you toasty and snug, our designer has 
added those great front patterned pockets giving cold hands a cosy hideaway.

A786 - Shawl Collared Belted Cardigan
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As cosy as a blanket and as stylish as your favourite shawl, with two deep cabled pockets 
to keep hands snug, this is the ideal accompaniment for all outdoor occasions. 

Once you’re wrapped up in this you’ll wonder how you ever did without it. 

A757 A351 A604

12

A351 - Merino Wrap with Pocket
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A685

13
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A313 A809 A875

Our much-loved Patchwork Aran is a hard to resist union of  comfort and style, 
wonderfully flattering with its one button side fastening. The honeycomb designs a 
symbol of  the hard-working bee. The cabled stitch represents the fisherman’s rope, 

wishing the wearer safety and good luck when fishing. The diamond a wish of  success 
and wealth. The basket stitch represents the fisherman’s basket, wishing him a bountiful 
catch. The combination of  romantic Celtic mythology together with great design gives 

this garment its rich texture and simple beauty.

A313 - Drape Collar Patchwork 
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A759
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A768 - Patchwork Aran Troyer
We have worked our much loved patchwork pattern into this handsome 
men’s style. Effortlessly stylish design that keeps you snug and warm 
whatever the weather.  
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Classics
        for all occasions...
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A758 A865

This v-neck cardigan is designed and crafted in the traditional Aran style 
down to its beautiful authentic buttons and classic pockets.

A758 -  Merino V-neck Cardigan
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A787 - V-neck Cardigan
A690 - Child’s Cabled Cardigan
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A760 - Child’s Aran Lumber

This adorable Irish knit is available in 
an exciting selection of colours, you can 
match it with her cute denim skirt or 
jeans to keep your little ones comfortable 
and snug.
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A761
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Our new Machine Washable shows how we have been embracing new developments in 
yarn technology with all the comfort and warmth of  our classic merino styles in convenient 
machine washable wool.  

Machine Washable Merino Wool
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Machine Washable Merino Wool

A772
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This machine washable sweater provides superior warmth and durability 
while its diamond stitch enhances its rich texture.

A789 A821

A789 - The Diamond Aran sweater
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We have gathered our favourite Aran stitches together and added some charming 
button detailing to create for you this gorgeous machine washable cardigan.

A766 - Diamond Ladies Lumber
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100% Worsted Wool
The secret of  our worsted spun yarn is in the preparation and spinning. Our spinners 
prepare the wool with hand combs, and spin it with a short draw technique to add twist 
to the wool. As a result our woollen yarn is lofty, strong and durable. 
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The iconic Irish Aran sweater, what can we say, charming, timeless, classic, 
and oh so soft and warm. This is our traditional Aran sweater in 100% worsted wool. 

Irresistibly versatile for him or her.

A825 - Traditional Aran Sweater
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The stylish shawl neck brings this Authentic Aran right up to date.
 As well as keeping you fashionable this handsome style offers glorious comfort and 

uniquely Irish Aran stitching. 

A851 A917

A851 - Shawl Neck Troyer
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A866 - Basket Weave Cardigan

A839 - Long Cardigan 
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S306 - Zipper Caridgan
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100% Merino Wool Handknits
Made from one of  the most lustrous, soft and comfortable-to-wear yarns. 
This traditional handknitting process means each carefully crafted garment is warm, 
durable and above all a beautiful piece of  knitwear. Indulge in the unmistakable 
luxury of  a merino handknit. The simple detail and intricate pattern sets our 
handknits apart, a testament to a uniquely Irish heritage and history.
     
                     A Celtic treasure to cherish.  
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For that quintessentially Irish look, each authentic handknit cardigan is individually 
crafted with roomy pockets and authentic Aran buttons, a beautiful display of  Celtic 

diamond, moss, honeycomb and blackberry patterns.

S159 - Ladies Lumber Cardigan

S157       
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The perfect balance of  honeycomb, moss and cable patterns with traditional 
raglan sleeves, this sweater will spoil you with pure warmth and 

Celtic charm.

S157 - Honeycomb Crew Sweater

S157        S156 
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Shetland Range
Shetland sheep are small and their wool slow growing, as such it has long been a valued 
commodity and one we feel is certainly worth the wait. Reassuringly rugged, our Men’s 
Shetland collection comes in three handsome styles. With their subtle Aran patterns 
and contemporary styling we just know you’ll love these modern classics.
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R272 R273 R270

Handsome, strong and wonderfully chunky with great deep pockets and a snug hood 
in a contemporary Aran style, this Men’s Hooded Cardigan gives you all this in 

warm and durable Shetland wool.

R273  -  Men’s Hooded Cardigan
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S554

Country Life Range
These stylish Shetlands boast a soft wool outer with a protective lining and fleece 
inner collar making these cool classics ideal for all outdoor pursuits.
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This style features roomy pockets and zips right up to the neck to keep 
him cosy on those cooler evenings.

S361 - Lined Shetland Zipper Cardigan
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Lined Aran Range
What could be softer than pure lambswool? Our Lined Aran’s are a perfect marriage of  
irresistible comfort and thoughtful construction. Capturing all the qualities of  cool country 
living they are designed with generous attention to detail, deep pockets, beautiful lining and 
cosy collars. You’ll find pure contentment wearing our carefully crafted styles.
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This wonderful lined Aran with its snug pockets and attractive Aran diamond 
and cable pattern is ideal for cool country summers or layering up for 

the colder months.

S575 S572 S573

39

S572 - Body Warmer
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Merino Wool handknit accessories 
Our much-loved accessories are a collection of  genuine handcrafted pieces. From comfy 
caps to our snug socks and scarves, no finger or toe will be left out in the cold. You and yours 
can enjoy timeless comfort and warmth with superb quality from each of  these authentic 
Aran handknits.
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Our Handknitting wool comes in 1kilo packs of  20 x 50g balls.
For those who want to create their own beautiful Aran knits.

R260 - Handknitting Packs of Wool
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S178 - Peak hat
R210 - Fingerless Gloves

R223 - Ski Cap with Three Tassels
S171 -  Adult Mittens

S167 - Adults Ski Hat
S173 - Aran Scarf

You will appreciate the unmistakable softness and warmth of  
a merino handknit and will love our authentic Celtic design.

S171 - Adult Mittens
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S169 - Adults Beret
S174 - Adults Gloves
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S167

S174

S179

R210

S173

S175
R223

S178

S171

S169
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Your little ones will love the snug soft 
wool in our diamond patterned scarf, 
team it up with our other beautiful 
accessories to keep your Kids warm 
and toasty all year round

S562 - Child’s Handknit Scarf

S170

S168

S172

S564 - Baby Booties
S563 -  Baby Mittens and Hat Gift Set

Our gorgeous babies mitts 
and hat are the softest natural 
handknits to keep your special 
little ones snug and warm.



4646
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Casual Classic Bags
Designed and created with excellent attention to every detail, this wonderful 

collection of  bags are the perfect meeting of  fashion and function. 
Every feature has been crafted to the highest standard. Choose from 

a wide range of  contemporary styles enriched with luxurious 
leather and the finest finishing.

R108 R111

47
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R180 - Purse Bag

This adorable little leather bag proves itself very handy with 
its compact design and clever craftsmanship. Its lovely long 
over the shoulder strap gives the wearer great 
comfort and ease of use, a little treasure.

R170 R171 R178
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R110 R179 R112

R109
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Donegal Range 
       inspired by the Irish earth …
Our Authentic Donegal spun yarn has a beautiful tweed effect. This is achieved through a 
variety of  coloured flecks, carefully chosen to compliment the base colours of  our Donegal 
wool. Offered in a unique array of  shades, from warm tones inspired by the Irish earth and 
sky, to rich bursting colours, we are extremely proud of  these cool contemporary styles 
and once you wrap yourself  up in these you’ll understand exactly why.
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R285 - Snood Scarf

Indulge in the folds of this chic snood.
Generous depth means you will be 
spoiled by warmth and softness while 
cable stitching and fashionable design 
will compliment any winter wardrobe. 
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Effortless and Elegant 

the perfect outer layer to look after you 
in any season. With its snug pockets and great 

length our cardigan will take you through the 

seasons in style
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R212

R212
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The beauty here is its simplicity. Perfect for winter walks or throw it over your 
shoulders on those breezy summer nights.

R288 S506

S506 - Ladies Rib Cuff and Collar Cardigan

R207
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R351
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R227
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R206 - Mens Fairisle Troyer

This beautifully crafted Donegal is warm and durable enough to see you through all 
those outdoor adventures or keep it on hand as that perfect extra layer for those 

winter nights in the local.

R197 - Beanie Hat
R196 - Scarf
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R193 - Men’s Crew Neck

This timeless Donegal knit with its 
classic roll neck, cuffs and welt makes 
the perfect traditional sweater for the 
modern man.

58
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R350

59
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Lambswool Scarves
All the sumptuous softness of  lovely lambswool in a vivid array of  colours, 
these charming scarves will see you through the colder seasons in style 
and superb warmth.

                            
  S483 
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808 804 803 800 805 802 807 801 857806 
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Wool Homeware’s and Scarves
Crafted from our wonderful wool these blankets and scarves are the perfect stylish solution 
to those late evening chills. Wrap up in our blankets or drape over your bed or sofa 
to enhance any room.
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The center of  our pocket scarf  features a large chunky cable, which is accompanied on 
either side by smaller Aran cables. Both ends display patterned pockets with beautiful 

button detailing and generous depth. 

A721 A930 - Merino Patchwork Scarf
A931 - Merino Cable Scarf

A843

A721 - Pocket Scarf
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This blanket brings together our diamond and cable patterns. The diamond symbolises 
success and wealth while the cable represents the fisherman’s ropes. Wool is a natural 

source of  insulation, making our blankets both warm and comfortable.

A935
66" x 40"

A189
64" x 42"

A962
58" x 40"

A189 - Diamond Wool Blanket
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A810 - Merino Baby Blanket 
50" x 36"
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Lambswool Range
Appreciate the softness and comfort of  a classic lambswool, available in a 
stunning range of  fashionable colours, a ideal addition to any wardrobe.
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R312 - Boy’s Cable Troyer

This boy’s sweater will keep your little 
man looking smart whiles he’s out and 
about. And our soft lambswool and its 
zipper neck will keep him cosy 
and snug.R313 -  Girl’s Classic Cable Cardigan 
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This little style will take you from season to season. Both smart and casual in a great 
array of  colours this is a must-have for any stylish lady’s wardrobe.

F031 F032

F032 - Ladies V-neck Sweater
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R310 - Men’s Cable Troyer
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A casual classic, this lambswool style can be zipped up at the neck for extra 
warmth outdoors. Or zip it down for a more casual look at the clubhouse.

R311 R290 F029

R290 - Men’s Troyer
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F030
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Cotton Range 
These cool cotton knits are perfect for every season, they can be dressed down with your 
everyday jeans or provide the perfect extra layer for a more formal occasion. Delight in our 
classic and contemporary styles available in an extensive range of  colours.
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F054 - Boy’s Cable Troyer 

F051 - Girl’s  A-line Cable Cardigan 

We don’t think this cardigan could be 
any cuter with its charming shape and 
generous cabling.
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F028 F047 F046

You can’t beat classic design especially when it comes in a great choice of  colours. 
This cosy cardigan is dressy enough for evening wear or throw it on over 

a pair of  jeans and tee for those relaxed days. 

F047 - Ladies Lumber Cardigan
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F044 - Men’s Cable Troyer
F050  - Ladies Cable Cardigan
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��

        …reaching all corners of  the world

  from our home in
   Westport…
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For further information on Carraig donn please contact our sales team at
Carraig donn Manufacturing , lodge Road Westport, Co. Mayo Ireland

Tel: +353 98 50300   Fax: + 353 98 50399
Email: Sales@carraigdonn.com

Ex-stock services
Many of our garments are available ex-stock service and we ensure the shortest possible lead-time  

for all our styles.

due to the limitations of the reproduction process the true colour and texture of our garments cannot be shown accurately and this 
brochure should only be used as a guide. While every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this brochure we reserve the right  

to change specification without prior notice. E. & O. E.

all designs are © Carraig donn. all rights reserved. 

www.irishknitwearonline.com

design: design Factory


